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About This Game

Build. Fly. Build. Shoot. Build.

In Captain Forever you build spaceships while you are flying them. There's no cumbersome editor. Just blast an enemy ship
apart, grab a piece with your mouse, and bolt it to your ship. Done. What's more, everything is physically simulated so ship

design has a huge impact on flight characteristics and combat capability.

All Three Games.

Captain Forever Trilogy includes the games Captain Forever, Captain Successor, and Captain Impostor. Forever is the original,
award winning game. It's vanilla. Successor adds tons of new modules and ship types. It's a whole ice-cream shop. Impostor

blows the formula apart by allowing you to instantly clone any of the game's enormous, fantastical ships. It's an all in ice-cream
shop food fight.

Better Than Ever.

With its brand new renderer, Trilogy is faster, slicker, and shinier than ever. What's more, the new wing shaped modules
massively increase the scope for cool looking ships and thoughtful design. New audio has been added, and best of all, acclaimed

novelist Cassandra Khaw has pored over every line of text in the game, rewriting most and adding many more. The Captain
Forever universe is now exactly that - a universe. And it's all here in Captain Forever Trilogy.
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THIS GAME IS THE BEST GAME IN THE WORLD!!!!!!!!!!
20 OUT OF 5 STARS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. I hope the next Beat Hazard 2 update will have offline saving like the original
Beat Hazard.. I don't really like this at all actually. Controls feel awful.. This game is A LOT creepier then I gave it credit for. A
very scary environment, enemies that pop out of nowhere, and a feeling of mounting dread. After three minutes I wanted to stop
playing.
https://youtu.be/Eh3-OM7EY44. Great storytelling. Looking forward to the sequel!. Funnily interesting, honestly. Also cheap,
worth the 99 cents.. This game is really bad. The gameplay and controls are super janky and poorly implemented, it feels like an
arcade brawler with worse controls. I got it mostly because there are just so few co-op rpg's out there that I felt like giving it a
try, but it's just not fun.. How do i use it in campain. at least it's still better than fifa 16
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Fun, challenging, awesome. Fantastic and challenging! You will die in this game....... a lot..... but you will become addicted
quickly. Well worth the price.. All jokes aside, that sound track is gold.. This game is absolutely spectacular! Action, comecy,
romance, sorta an all in one game. I would recommend this game to everyone. LOVE THIS GAME!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1. 
https://youtu.be/5hctSAYlLAM

VROOM: Galleon : Be a pirate in Virtual Reality ! 10/10 love it !. I have played this game offline way before i bought it on
steam (sooner or later i'll lose the CD so i figured "what the heck" and bought it here too), it is fun and can sometimes be
challenging. If you can't compete with the competition, buy their stock and take them over, or try to insert yourself into their
supply chain, or buy their stuff and make better products. The options are quite wide. I have tried Cap2 but i didn't enjoy it as
much as this game.

If you want superb graphics and sound, this may not be for you.. Nice game, exactly what i wanted.
After a first test I can say the game owns a lot of stuff, although it was released as early access lately.
The building part reminds me a bit of Kerbal Space Program and is good. Especially the snap lines are nice to place things
exactly.
The wiring is fun. If you liked Redstone in Minecraft or know AND / OR Gates anyway, then you can do a lot of stuff.
It's a game to think and it's nice to see, if your own solution works.
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